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Abstract. Source-Free domain adaptive Object Detection (SFOD) is
a promising strategy for deploying trained detectors to new, unlabeled
domains without accessing source data, addressing significant concerns
around data privacy and efficiency. Most SFOD methods leverage a
Mean-Teacher (MT) self-training paradigm relying heavily on High-
confidence Pseudo Labels (HPL). However, these HPL often overlook
small instances that undergo significant appearance changes with domain
shifts. Additionally, HPL ignore instances with low confidence due to the
scarcity of training samples, resulting in biased adaptation toward familiar
instances from the source domain. To address this limitation, we introduce
the Low-confidence Pseudo Label Distillation (LPLD) loss within the
Mean-Teacher based SFOD framework. This novel approach is designed
to leverage the proposals from Region Proposal Network (RPN), which
potentially encompasses hard-to-detect objects in unfamiliar domains.
Initially, we extract HPL using a standard pseudo-labeling technique
and mine a set of Low-confidence Pseudo Labels (LPL) from proposals
generated by RPN, leaving those that do not overlap significantly with
HPL. These LPL are further refined by leveraging class-relation information
and reducing the effect of inherent noise for the LPLD loss calculation.
Furthermore, we use feature distance to adaptively weight the LPLD
loss to focus on LPL containing a larger foreground area. Our method
outperforms previous SFOD methods on four cross-domain object detection
benchmarks. Extensive experiments demonstrate that our LPLD loss leads
to effective adaptation by reducing false negatives and facilitating the use
of domain-invariant knowledge from the source model. Code is available
at https://github.com/junia3/LPLD.

Keywords: Source-Free domain adaptive Object Detection

1 Introduction

Object detection is a crucial task for advancing real-world applications like
autonomous driving and robotics. Its success [2, 34, 37, 43, 44] relies on annotated
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Fig. 1: (a) 2D Histogram of Proposals on Cityscapes [10] to Foggy Cityscapes
[48]. Confidence Score and IoU with Ground Truth illustrates that before adaptation,
the source-trained model often overlooks hard positive objects in the proposals with
high IoUs but low confidence scores (red boxes). After adaptation, our LPLD loss
promotes the detector to effectively capture hard positives with high-confidence scores
in comparison to the Mean-Teacher (MT) [53] based SFOD model which utilizes only
the High-confidence Pseudo Labels (HPL). (b) False Negative Rate (FNR) per
Training Epoch. Our model shows a consistently lower FNR than the MT baseline
on hard-positive objects (e.g ., Minor classes, Small objects).

datasets with precise bounding boxes and category labels. However, trained
detectors often suffer a significant performance drop in real-world scenarios due
to the domain gap between training data (source domain) and deployment
environments (target domain). Researchers have been addressing this with
Unsupervised Domain Adaptive Object Detection (UDAOD), which reduces
the domain gap by aligning the feature distributions of labeled source data and
unlabeled target data [7,17,25,27,46], eliminating the need for labor-intensive
annotation in the target domain.

In practical applications, however, accessing source data is often restricted
due to privacy, safety, and storage concerns [24, 39, 49]. Even when accessible,
transmitting large volumes of source data for every model deployment to new
domains is more inefficient than sending only the source-trained model [20,
29, 33]. UDAOD methods are limited in these scenarios since they depend
on simultaneous access to the labeled source data. Given these constraints,
Source-Free domain adaptive Object Detection (SFOD) emerges as a critical
solution. This limitation highlights the necessity for SFOD, adapting a source-
trained model to an unlabeled target domain without any source data. SFOD is
more difficult than UDAOD, as it relies solely on the target domain images for
adaptation. Conventionally, SFOD methods [9, 31, 36, 56] follow a Mean-Teacher
(MT) [53] self-training paradigm. The teacher detector generates pseudo labels
with category scores and bounding boxes for weakly augmented target images,
providing supervision for the student’s predictions on the same images with
strong augmentation. Then, the teacher detector parameters are updated as the
Exponential Moving Average (EMA) of the updated student model parameters.
This MT framework enables adaptation without labels by leveraging teacher-
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Fig. 2: Comparison of two pseudo label supervision paradigms in Mean-Teacher SFOD
methods. (a) High-confidence Pseudo Labels (HPL), which are provided as supervision
for localization and classification to the student detector. (b) Low-confidence Pseudo
Labels (LPL) supervise the student through our sophisticated distillation process.

student mutual learning. On top of this MT framework, recent SFOD approaches
have focused on enhancing target representation through styles [31], dataset
distributions [9], and object relations [56], or improving adaptation stability [36].

Despite their accuracy gain, they adopt the conventional pseudo-labeling
process [30,51] that depends on post-processing techniques like Non-Maximum
Suppression (NMS) and score filtering, adopting a high-confidence threshold such
as 0.9. While this process ensures the reliability of pseudo-boxes, utilizing only the
High-confidence Pseudo Labels (HPL) is problematic since the teacher detector
often overlooks objects that the source-trained model struggles to detect. For
example, minor classes are often missing from HPL due to their low occurrences
in the source dataset, making them vulnerable to domain variation. Similarly,
small objects are frequently missing because they are inevitably hard to see and
exhibit high visual variation with environmental changes such as fog. With the
label restriction of SFOD, this problem becomes more critical as the teacher
detector consistently ignores the above hard-positive objects during adaptation
and the student detector takes biased supervision towards a few easily detectable
objects. This results in degraded overall performance. To verify this issue, we
visualize the histogram of confidence score and IoU with the Ground Truth of all
proposals before post-processing in the target domain (Fig. 1 (a)). As highlighted
in the red squares, the source-trained model has a large fraction of proposals
containing hard positive objects with low confidence scores. These foreground
proposals remain overlooked by typical MT methods (utilizing only HPL) even
after the adaptation. This oversight results in a high rate of false negatives during
adaptation as depicted in Fig.1 (b).

To address this issue, we propose a Low-confidence Pseudo Label Distillation
(LPLD) loss within the Mean-Teacher (MT) based SFOD framework. This
novel loss is designed to complement High Confidence Pseudo Labels (HPL) by
capturing proposals that contain objects but have low confidence scores due
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to the domain gap. Initially, we select HPL using a standard pseudo-labeling
technique in Fig. 2 (a). We then exclude proposals highly overlapping with HPL
before Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS), isolating a candidate pool of hard-
positive objects. We refine these proposals by amplifying foreground category
signals and applying the confidence threshold, producing Low-confidence Pseudo
Labels (LPL). Employing a Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence loss between the
teacher and student model predictions for each LPL helps mitigate inherent
noise within LPL, as shown in Fig. 2 (b). Furthermore, we introduce adaptive
weights to our LPLD loss based on teacher-student feature distance to focus on
valuable LPL that are more likely to contain objects. Our LPLD loss prevents
the model from being biased towards easy-positive objects in the target domain
during adaptation, resulting in low false negatives as depicted in Fig. 1 (b). It
also achieves effective adaptation by promoting the usage of domain invariant
knowledge from source-trained model with inter-class relations. We summarize
our contributions as follows:

– We introduce a novel Low-confidence Pseudo Label Distillation (LPLD)
loss on Mean-Teacher based Source-Free domain adaptive Object Detection
(SFOD), through which we explore the frequently overlooked objects during
conventional pseudo-labeling. By leveraging the loss, the network gains a
deeper understanding of the target domain by effectively utilizing false
negatives and preventing bias toward easy-positive objects.

– We introduce a feature-distance based adaptive weighting method for our
LPLD loss to focus optimization on LPL that are more likely to contain
objects and improve teacher-student consistency.

– The proposed method is evaluated on five domain-shift scenarios, comprising
different types of domain-shift. Our method outperforms other SFOD counter
parts on four domain shift scenarios and many UDAOD methods on all
domain shift scenarios, demonstrating the effectiveness of our method.

2 Related works

Unsupervised Domain Adaptation Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (UDA)
utilizes labeled data from the source domain and unlabeled data from the target
domain for domain adaptation in image classification. UDA approaches can
be broadly classified into three categories: feature alignment methods, image
translation methods, and self-training methods. Feature alignment methods [3,14,
23,38,42,47] aim to align the feature distributions between the source and target
domain, making the features of the target domain similar to those of the source
domain. Image translation methods [19, 41] translate source domain images into
target domain-styled images utilizing given labels in the source-domain to transfer
source domain knowledge to the target domain. Self-training methods in UDA
use pseudo labels generated on the target domain as supervision [35,40,58,62].
In object detection, Unsupervised Domain Adaptation has been studied as
Unsupervised Domain Adaptive Object Detection (UDAOD). [4, 7] use instance-
level and image-level representations to align feature distributions between the
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source and target domain. [1,45] apply an image translation approach to generalize
knowledge and align the source and target domains. Furthermore, [6, 55] utilizes
a self-training approach to generate instance-level pseudo labels for domain
adaptation. Although these methods have shown promising performance, all of
them require access to the source domain data during target domain adaptation.

Source-Free domain adaptive Object Detection In contrast to UDAOD,
Source-Free domain adaptive Object Detection (SFOD) can only access the
unlabeled target data and source-trained model dealing with the rising concerns
about privacy and safety protection of the dataset [39,49]. To relieve the absence of
source data, most SFOD works [8,9,31,32,36,56] follow the self-training paradigm.
Li et al . [32] is the pioneering work for SFOD, in which self-entropy descent
is leveraged to obtain an appropriate confidence threshold for pseudo-labeling.
LODS [31] employs a style enhancement module and graph-based alignment to
help the model learn domain-invariant features. A2SFOD [9] employs adversarial
alignment on source-similar and dissimilar groups to facilitate representation
capability. IRG [56] integrates a graph convolutional network [28] to utilize
object relations in contrast loss to enhance target representations. PETS [36]
proposed periodic weight exchange between the static teacher and the student to
mitigate error accumulation and enhance training stability. More recently, LPU [8]
leverages proposals with confidence between low and high confidence threshold as
soft pseudo labels utilizing contrastive loss to make the closest proposals’ features
similar. Even though LPU proposes a way to utilize low-confidence proposals, it
is hard to filter out clear background areas within low-confidence proposals. It
results in simultaneously utilizing noisy foreground signals as labels, constantly
learning and magnifying adverse signals during adaptation. In this work, we refine
the proposals for leveraging false negative candidates as LPL and introduce novel
distillation loss to facilitate the network’s understanding of the target domain
while suppressing the inherent noise of LPL.

3 Preliminaries

Problem statement Let DS = {xi,Yi}NS
i=1 represent the labeled source domain

dataset, where xi denotes the ith image, and Yi is its corresponding label set
containing object locations and class assignments, and DT = {xi}NT

i=1 denotes the
target domain images. NS and NT denote the number of the source and target
domain images, respectively. When deploying a model with source pre-trained
parameters Θpre to an unseen domain, it is often challenging to access not only
the target domain label but also the source dataset. Thus, the goal of Source-Free
domain adaptive Object Detection (SFOD) is to adapt the source model to
the target domain without the aid of any source data DS , utilizing only the
pre-trained source model parameters Θpre and unlabeled target data DT .

Mean-Teacher based self-training framework Most of the recent advanced
SFOD methods follow the Mean-Teacher (MT) self-training paradigm. Generally,
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Fig. 3: The overview of the proposed adaptive LPL Distillation framework.

the teacher detector produces the pseudo label Ŷi with weakly augmented image of
xi for supervising the student detector’s predictions on strongly augmented image
of xi. The teacher detector is then updated by the optimized student detector’s
parameters via Exponential Moving Average (EMA). Specifically, the pseudo label
set Ŷi is derived from the teacher detector’s proposals Pi = {pi,j}Ni

j=1 through post-
processing steps, including score filtering, Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS),
and confidence thresholding. Ni denotes the number of proposals according to
the ith target domain image xi. Formally, the above MT-based framework is
updated as follows:

LMT = Lrpn(xi,Ŷi) + Lroi(xi, Ŷi),

Θs ← Θs − η
∂(LMT )

∂Θs
, Θt ← mΘt + (1−m)Θs,

(1)

where η, m denote the learning rate and teacher EMA rate, respectively. We
denote the parameters of the teacher as Θt and those of the student detector as
Θs. Note that, previous SFOD methods only adopt a high confidence threshold
for pseudo labels such as 0.9, meaning that they only rely on high-confidence
pseudo labels.

4 Proposed method

4.1 Motivation and Overview

While High-confidence Pseudo Labels (HPL) serve as reliable supervision for
adaptation based on a high-confidence threshold, they are biased to overly
confident instances. We argue that solely leveraging HPL in SFOD methods
restricts their representation capability within easy positive instances, limiting
adaptation performance for the target domain.

To tackle this challenge, we propose Low-confidence Pseudo Label Distillation
(LPLD) to identify hard positive instances and effectively learn their target
domain representations, complementing HPL. In particular, we first extract HPL
via conventional pseudo-labeling algorithms [30, 51]. Next, we exclude largely
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overlapped proposals with HPL from entire proposals, generating Low-confidence
Pseudo Labels (LPL) where hard positive instances are likely to be retained.
With LPL, we filter out background score, amplifying the foreground signals of
remaining classes and apply threshold on foreground confidence. These refined
LPL are utilized as supervision for KL divergence loss on student predictions
within corresponding regions of LPL (Sec. 4.2). Lastly, we calculate proposal-
level teacher-student feature distances over the LPL region, thereby dynamically
weighting KL divergence loss to prioritize the LPL containing more foreground
(Sec. 4.3). The overall procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3. In the following, we will
explain each process in detail.

4.2 Low-confidence Pseudo Label Distillation

In this section, we elaborate on how our LPLD works to address the biased learning
problem of the HPL-based method. It is composed of three main processes: 1)
Extracting High-confidence Pseudo Labels to find easy positive instances,
2) Mining Low-confidence Pseudo Labels to identify missed hard positive
instances, and 3) Low-confidence Pseudo Label Distillation loss to stably
improve the network’s understanding of hard-positive instances.

Extracting High-confidence Pseudo Labels For each target image xi, we
first obtain the proposal set Pi from the Region Proposal Network (RPN) of the
teacher detector. Then, we employ a standard filtering process to the proposal set,
including background score removal, score filtering, Non-Maximum Suppression
(NMS) to obtain P̄i. Then, we can obtain the HPL set Ŷi by thresholding on
confidence score as follows:

Ŷi = {(p̄i,j , c̄i,j)|p̄i,j ∈ P̄i,max(c̄i,j) > δhc}, (2)

where j is proposal index, δhc is the threshold of HPL, and max(c̄i,j) is the
maximum class score from the class score vector c̄i,j of the filtered proposal.
Note that we can get HPL with high precision due to the high value of δhc. The
bounding boxes and class predictions of HPL are used to supervise the student
detector with the regression loss Lreg and classification loss Lcls.

Mining Low-confidence Pseudo Labels To complement the HPL set with
low-confidence proposals, we construct Low-confidence Pseudo Labels (LPL) set
to capture hard positive instances.

We first select the proposals that do not significantly overlap with HPL by
thresholding on IoU (e.g . less than 0.4) between the overall proposals and the
HPL set. Then we can get the candidate set of LPL P̃i as follows:

P̃i = {pi,j |pi,j ∈ Pi, p̂i,k ∈ Ŷi, IoU(pi,j , p̂i,k) < δIoU}, (3)

where δIoU is the overlapping IoU threshold, and p̂i,k is the bounding box for kth

pseudo label in Ŷi. For a given candidate set P̃i for LPL, a background confidence
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threshold δbg filters out boxes that are certain the detection is background:

P̃refined
i = {pi,j |pi,j ∈ P̃i, cbgi,j < δbg}, (4)

where cbgi,j denotes the background score of proposal pi,j . Next, we refine the
proposals by removing the background score and dividing the foreground scores by
L1-norm ||·||1 for amplifying their values, which is denoted as camp

i,j = cfgi,j/||c
fg
i,j ||1.

Lastly, the LPL Ỹi are derived through thresholding the maximum class confidence
of camp

i,j as follows:

Ỹi = {(pi,j , camp
i,j )|pi,j ∈ P̃refined

i , max(camp
i,j ) > δlc}, (5)

where δlc is the LPL confidence threshold.

Low-confidence Pseudo Label Distillation loss Compared to HPL, LPL
tends to contain hard positive instances rather than easy positives, indicating
that they have lower reliability in localization and class predictions. Therefore,
utilizing LPL as supervision for classification and regression in the same manner
as HPL impairs the student network’s detection capabilities. To address this
problem, we employ the KL divergence loss between the student categorical
prediction csi,j and amplified class distribution c̃i,j ∈ Ỹi in the same region of
LPL. Through LPLD, we provide solid representations of hard positive instances
for the student network, thereby enhancing the representation capability over
the entire target domain. The proposed LPLD loss can be formulated by:

LLPLD =
1

|Ỹi|

∑
c̃i,j∈Ỹi

DKL(c
s
i,j ||c̃i,j). (6)

Where |Ỹi| is the number of Ỹi. Note that, by optimizing the student model with
our LLPLD loss, we can leverage inter-class relation between teacher and student
detectors on the same region, leading to effectively utilizing the LPL set while
avoiding the effect of inherent noise in LPL and preventing the bias towards
easy-positive objects.

4.3 Adaptive weights for Distillation

We observe a positive correlation between the feature distance of the student and
the teacher in the same region and the IoU with the ground-truth, as depicted
in Fig. 4. Therefore, we further improve LPLD loss by leveraging the feature
distance. Specifically, we utilize cosine distance between student and teacher
feature for each LPL as adaptive weights α to the KL divergence loss, enabling
the network to prioritize learning on more object-dominated boxes rather than
background and this can be formulated as:

αj =

{
dcos(f

s
i,j , f

t
i,j), if pi,j ∈ Ỹi,

0, otherwise.
(7)
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Where f t
i,j and fs

i,j represent the teacher’s and student’s features, extracted via
RoI-Align process for the proposal pi,j . Finally, we apply the derived adaptive
weights to its corresponding KL divergence loss terms and Eq. 6 can be formulated
as:

LLPLD =
1

|Ỹi|

∑
c̃i,j∈Ỹi

αj ∗DKL(c
s
i,j ||c̃i,j). (8)
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Additionally, adaptive weights not only
facilitate the optimization by focusing on the
bounding boxes that are largely filled with
the foreground objects but also enable the
network to learn the robust representation
by enhancing the consistency in teacher-
student feature representations with the
separate weak-strong augmentations.

4.4 Total objectives

Through the above procedures, we can formulate the total objectives as follows:

Ltotal = LMT + LLPLD. (9)

To sum up, LMT leverages HPL to improve the detection capability of the network
with confidential prediction of easy positives, whereas LLPLD on LPL makes the
network focus on hard positive instances, thereby providing solid understanding
of target domain by focusing on hard positive instances.

5 Experiments

To validate our method, we compare our result with state-of-the-art UDAOD,
SFOD methods on five different domain shift scenarios, where these domain shifts
can be divided into four types of domain shifts.

5.1 Datasets

A total of 7 datasets are used in the above domain shift scenarios, including
the source domain dataset and the target domain dataset. 1) Cityscapes [10]
is an urban street scene dataset that offers 5000 fine annotated images, where
we use 2925 images as a training set and 500 images as a validation set. 2)
Foggy Cityscapes [48] is a dataset that has the synthetic fog applied to
the Cityscapes dataset. Three versions of the Foggy Cityscapes exist by their
visibility. 3) Sim10k [22] is a synthetic dataset consisting of 10000 images of
the street scene from the video game. It has computer-generated annotations of
vehicles as alternatives to real-life data with manual annotation. 4) KITTI [15]
is a dataset consisting of 7481 training images. It is a street scene dataset
similar to Cityscapes, but with different capturing environment, such as camera
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Table 1: Quantitative mAP results for Cityscapes → Foggy Cityscapes. Minor classes
are highlighted in bold.

Type Method Backbone Person Rider Car Truck Bus Train Motor Bicycle mAP

Source Source only ResNet-50 29.3 34.1 35.8 15.4 26.0 9.1 22.4 29.7 25.2
Source only VGG-16 29.7 36.7 36.5 13.9 30.7 5.0 20.1 32.7 25.7

UDAOD

DA Faster [7] ResNet-50 25.0 31.0 40.5 22.1 35.3 20.2 20.0 27.1 27.6
MAF [17] VGG-16 28.2 39.5 43.9 23.8 39.9 33.3 29.2 33.9 34.0

SWDA [46] VGG-16 29.9 42.3 43.5 24.5 36.2 32.6 30.0 35.3 34.4
iFAN [61] VGG-16 32.6 48.5 22.8 40.0 33.0 45.5 31.7 27.9 35.3

CR DA [59] VGG-16 32.9 43.8 49.2 27.2 45.1 36.4 30.3 34.6 37.4
MeGA-CDA [57] VGG-16 37.7 49.0 52.4 25.4 49.2 46.9 34.5 39.0 41.8
Unbiased DA [12] VGG-16 33.8 47.3 49.8 30.0 48.2 42.1 33.0 37.3 40.4

PT [5] VGG-16 40.2 48.8 59.7 30.7 51.8 30.6 35.4 44.5 42.7

SFOD

MT [53] ResNet-50 37.4 43.0 45.0 27.2 37.2 25.1 28.2 38.2 34.3
SFOD [32] VGG-16 32.6 40.4 44.0 21.7 34.3 11.8 25.3 34.5 30.6

SFOD-Mosaic [32] VGG-16 33.2 40.7 44.5 25.5 39.0 22.2 28.4 34.1 33.5
LODS [31] VGG-16 34.0 45.7 48.8 27.3 39.7 19.6 33.2 37.8 35.8

A2SFOD [9] VGG-16 32.3 44.1 44.6 28.1 34.3 29.0 31.8 38.9 35.4
IRG [56] ResNet-50 37.4 45.2 51.9 24.4 39.6 25.2 31.5 41.6 37.1

PETS [36] (single level) VGG-16 42.0 48.7 56.3 19.3 39.3 5.5 34.2 41.6 35.9
LPU [8] VGG-16 39.0 50.3 55.4 24.0 46.0 21.2 30.3 44.2 38.8
Ours ResNet-50 38.3 42.9 52.5 28.4 42.1 43.9 33.4 41.8 40.4
Ours VGG-16 39.7 49.1 56.6 29.6 46.3 26.4 36.1 43.6 40.9

Target Oracle ResNet-50 38.7 46.9 56.7 35.5 49.4 44.7 35.9 38.8 43.1
Oracle VGG-16 41.6 53.5 60.5 30.3 52.4 26.6 37.8 44.1 43.4

configuration, specification. 5) Pascal-VOC [13] is a dataset consisting of real-
world objects such as bird, cat, chair in various scenes. 6) Clipart [21] is an
artistic dataset of clip arts consisting of 1000 images. 7) Watercolor [21] is an
artistic dataset with watercolor paintings consisting of 2000 images.

5.2 Implementation Details

Following the SFOD setting from [56], our baseline object detector is Faster
R-CNN [44] with a ResNet-50 [16] backbone pre-trained on ImageNet [11], unless
otherwise specified. Additionally, VGG-16 [50] is also used as the backbone
network. For more details, please refer to supplementary materials.

5.3 Quantitative Results

On Tab. 1, 2, 3 and 4, we quantitatively compare our results with other methods
in UDAOD, SFOD. Oracle is the baseline model trained with target data and
its annotations, and source-only is the model trained on source domain data,
evaluated on the target domain. In all evaluations, we use AP with IoU threshold
0.5 (AP50) as our evaluation metric.

Cityscapes to Foggy Cityscapes In deploying object detection model to
the real world applications like autonomous vehicles, it is crucial to recognize
that domain shifts caused by adverse weather conditions can pose significant
risks. Cityscapes to Foggy Cityscapes exemplifies a domain shift induced by the
fog, and we use the foggy level 0.02, which has the least visibility among three
versions. The result on Foggy Cityscapes after domain adaptation is shown in
Tab. 1. Our method achieves the mAP of 40.4 with ResNet-50 backbone and
40.9 with VGG-16 backbone, outperforming other SFOD methods in this domain
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Table 2: Quantitative AP of Car results for Sim10k→ Cityscapes, KITTI→ Cityscapes.

Type Method (Sim10k → City) (Kitti → City)
AP of Car AP of Car

Source Source Only 32.0 33.9

UDAOD

DA Faster [7] 38.9 38.5
MAF [17] 41.1 41.0

Robust DA [25] 42.5 42.9
SWDA [46] 40.1 37.9
ATF [18] 42.8 42.1
HTCN [4] 42.5 -

Cycle DA [60] 41.5 41.7
MeGA-CDA [57] 44.8 43.0
Unbiased DA [12] 43.1 -

PT [5] 55.1 60.2

SFOD

MT [53] 39.7 41.2
SFOD [32] 42.3 43.6

SFOD-Mosaic [32] 42.9 44.6
LODS [31] - 43.9

A2SFOD [9] 44.0 44.9
IRG [56] 45.2 46.9

PETS [36] 57.8 47.0
LPU [8] 47.3 48.4
Ours 49.4 51.3

shift scenario. Furthermore, our method achieved the highest mAP for minor
classes (truck, bus, train, motorcycle) among SFOD methods, registering at 37.0
mAP, which is 6.6 mAP higher than the second-best model.

Sim10k to Cityscapes Numerous efforts have been made to substitute human-
annotated labels in real images with synthetic datasets and their automatically
generated labels. However, significant challenge arises due to the substantial
domain difference between synthetic dataset and real-world dataset, making it
difficult to deploy a model trained on synthetic dataset to the real-world. Sim10k
to Cityscapes addresses the domain shift between synthetic dataset and real-world
dataset. Since Sim10k only has annotations for cars, we only use car category
for Sim10k and Cityscapes. The result on Cityscapes is shown in Tab. 2. Our
method shows AP of 49.4 on the car.

KITTI to Cityscapes Nowadays, various datasets depict the same scene, such
as the urban road. However, they vary significantly due to factors like where
they are collected, camera specification, and setup. This leads to a domain shift
between datasets, where datasets capturing similar scenes differ substantially.
Both KITTI and Cityscapes focus on road scenes, but they showcase notable
visual difference. Experiment on adapting the model trained on KITTI to the
Cityscapes is done only in the common category of car, which can be observed
on Tab. 2. Our method shows AP of 51.3 on the car, outperforming other SFOD
methods on the task.

Pascal-VOC to Clipart, Pascal-VOC to Watercolor Pascal-VOC to Clipart
and Pascal-VOC to Watercolor both assume a domain shift between realistic
dataset to artistic dataset. They both exhibit significant domain gap in their
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Table 3: Quantitative mAP results for Pascal-VOC → Clipart.

Type Method aero bcycle bird boat bottle bus car cat chair cow table dog horse bike prsn plnt sheep sofa train tv mAP

Source Source only 35.6 52.5 24.3 23.0 20.0 43.9 32.8 10.7 30.6 11.7 13.8 6.0 36.8 45.9 48.7 41.9 16.5 7.3 22.9 32.0 27.8

UDAOD

DA Faster [7] 15.0 34.6 12.4 11.9 19.8 21.1 23.3 3.10 22.1 26.3 10.6 10.0 19.6 39.4 34.6 29.3 1.00 17.1 19.7 24.8 19.8
BDC Faster [46] 20.2 46.4 20.4 19.3 18.7 41.3 26.5 6.40 33.2 11.7 26.0 1.7 36.6 41.5 37.7 44.5 10.6 20.4 33.3 15.5 25.6

ADDA [54] 20.1 50.2 20.5 23.6 11.4 40.5 34.9 2.3 39.7 22.3 27.1 10.4 31.7 53.6 46.6 32.1 18.0 21.1 23.6 18.3 27.4
BSR [26] 26.3 56.8 21.9 20.0 24.7 55.3 42.9 11.4 40.5 30.5 25.7 17.3 23.2 66.9 50.9 35.2 11.0 33.2 47.1 38.7 34.0
WST [26] 30.8 65.5 18.7 23.0 24.9 57.5 40.2 10.9 38.0 25.9 36.0 15.6 22.6 66.8 52.1 35.3 1.0 34.6 38.1 39.4 33.8
CLDA [52] 22.3 61.5 17.9 16.0 34.8 34.9 32.0 9.8 31.5 26.7 24.0 10.8 23.5 49.8 55.3 27.3 5.7 22.1 25.3 21.6 27.6

SFOD

MT [53] 22.3 42.3 23.8 21.7 23.5 60.7 33.2 9.1 24.7 16.7 12.2 13.1 26.8 73.6 43.9 34.5 9.1 24.3 37.9 42.2 29.1
PL [53] 18.3 48.4 19.2 22.4 12.8 38.9 36.1 5.2 36.9 24.8 29.3 9.1 34.6 58.6 43.1 34.3 9.1 14.4 26.9 19.8 28.2

SFOD [32] 20.1 51.5 26.8 23.0 24.8 64.1 37.6 10.3 36.3 20.0 18.7 13.5 26.5 49.1 37.1 32.1 10.1 17.6 42.6 30.0 29.5
IRG [56] 20.3 47.3 27.3 19.7 30.5 54.2 36.2 10.3 35.1 20.6 20.2 12.3 28.7 53.1 47.5 42.4 9.1 21.1 42.3 50.3 31.5

Ours 18.9 66.1 25.6 21.1 37.6 61.7 45.4 9.1 33.7 11.2 20.5 14.5 32.3 55.6 57.0 37.3 18.2 31.7 39.5 42.6 34.0

Table 4: Quantitative mAP results for Pascal-VOC → Watercolor. Minor classes are
highlighted in bold.

Type Method Bike Bird Car Cat Dog Person mAP
Source Source only 68.8 46.8 37.2 32.7 21.3 60.7 44.6

UDAOD

DA Faster [7] 75.2 40.6 48.0 31.5 20.6 60.0 46.0
BDC Faster [46] 68.6 48.3 47.2 26.5 21.7 60.5 45.5

ADDA [54] 79.9 49.5 39.5 35.3 29.4 65.1 49.8
BSR [26] 82.8 43.2 49.8 29.6 27.6 58.4 48.6
WST [26] 77.8 48.0 45.2 30.4 29.5 64.2 49.2
HTCN [4] 78.6 47.5 45.6 35.4 31.0 62.2 50.1

SFOD

MT [53] 73.6 47.6 46.6 28.5 29.4 58.6 47.1
PL [53] 74.6 46.5 45.1 27.3 25.9 54.4 46.1

SFOD [32] 76.2 44.9 49.3 31.6 30.6 55.2 47.9
IRG [56] 75.9 52.5 50.8 30.8 38.7 69.2 53.0
Ours 86.0 51.8 49.6 32.9 40.0 70.8 55.2

overall style and the appearance of each objects. Tab. 3 shows the result of
Pascal-VOC to Clipart, which outperforms the SFOD counterparts with mAP of
34.0. Tab. 4 shows the result of Pascal-VOC to Watercolor, also outperforming
the SFOD counterparts with mAP of 55.2.

5.4 Further Analysis

Ablation Studies We conduct ablation studies to analyze the effectiveness of
each pseudo label and the adaptive weights based on feature similarity in LPL.
Left of Tab. 5 compares each pseudo label, where HPL shows better performance
(+9.1 mAP) than using LPL only (+5.7 mAP), with using both pseudo labels
giving further improvement (+13.7 mAP), demonstrating the importance of
using both pseudo labels. Utilizing adaptive weights on the LPL along with HPL
showed the best performance (+15.2 mAP), proving the importance of adaptively
utilizing LPL.

Loss Function We compare various loss choices of LPLD loss by altering
classification loss and regression loss on Tab. 5. When utilizing cross-entropy as
the classification loss, a performance decrease of 1.4 mAP is observed. This can be
attributed to the fact that the proposals around inaccurately localized LPL may
have very low IoU or no overlap with the foreground object. Furthermore, adopting
regression loss along with cross-entropy loss resulted in a further performance
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Table 5: Ablation studies with each components (left) and variations of LPLD loss
function (right) on Foggy Cityscapes dataset.

Components mAP

(I) Source model 25.2
(II) LPL 30.9
(III) LPL+Adaptive weights 31.7
(IV) HPL (MT) 34.3
(V) HPL+LPL 38.9
(VI) HPL+LPL+Adaptive weights (Ours) 40.4

LLPLD Adaptive mAPLcls Lreg weights (α)

CE ✓ ✗ 36.6
CE ✓ ✓ 38.3

CE ✗ ✗ 37.2
CE ✗ ✓ 39.0

KL ✗ ✗ 38.9
KL ✗ ✓ 40.4

decrease of 2.1 mAP. This shows that utilizing regression loss on the inaccurately
localized LPL is a sub-optimal solution. Employing LPL in the same manner as
HPL without adaptive weights resulted in the most significant performance drop
of 3.8 mAP. In all cases, using adaptive weights on the LPL consistently yield
better performance.

Hyperparameter Sensitivity We perform experiments on hyperparameters
δIoU , δbg and δlc from LPL mining. As shown in Tab. 6, our method shows
promising results on various hyperparameter settings. By observing δIoU , we
can see that utilizing only the proposals with IoU below 0.4 with HPL has the
highest mAP. This corresponds to motivation of our method on using proposals
that are not assigned as pairs to the HPL when calculating LMT , which generally
uses IoU of 0.5. δbg value of 0.99 shows that removing some of the proposals
that are overconfident on background can be helpful. δlc value of 0.9 shows that
using foreground class confident proposals, tend to be the most optimal choice.
We conjecture that foreground class confident proposals are likely to contain
information specific to that class, thus showing the best result. For all other
domain shift scenarios, we fix these hyperparameters with δIoU = 0.4, δbg = 0.99,
δlc = 0.9.

Table 6: Ablation studies with LPL mining hyperparameters.

Overlapping IoU threshold δIoU .

δIoU 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

mAP 38.7 38.4 39.1 39.5 40.4 38.3

Background confidence threhold δbg.

δbg 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.99 1.00
mAP 38.3 38.6 38.8 39.4 40.4 39.3

LPL confidence threhold δlc.

δlc 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
mAP 38.1 38.6 38.7 38.8 39.0 40.4

False Negative Rate Difference We conducted ablations on the False Negative
Rate (FNR) using MT and our method across objects of varying sizes and
classes Fig. 5. Our method consistently lowers FNR compared to the MT.
Specifically, for large, medium, and small objects, our approach reduces FNR by
0.23%, 5.02%, and 9.58%, respectively. For major (person, rider, car, bicycle) and
minor (truck, bus, train, motorcycle) classes, our approach shows a reduction of
6.10% and 6.31%, respectively.
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(a) Large (96! ≤ 𝐵𝑏𝑜𝑥) (b) Medium (32! ≤ 𝐵𝑏𝑜𝑥 < 96!) (c) Small (𝐵𝑏𝑜𝑥 < 32!)
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Fig. 5: False Negative Rate (%) per Training Epoch for (a) Large, (b) Medium, (c)
Small object instances and (d) Major, (e) Minor class instances.

(a) Source (b) MT(HPL) [53] (c) IRG [56] (d) Ours

Fig. 6: Qualitative results for Cityscapes → Foggy Cityscapes. Bounding boxes in red
refer to the prediction. Zoom in for best view.

Qualitative Analysis Additionally, we provide some qualitative results in Fig.
6. We compare our method with the source-trained model, HPL-based method,
and IRG [56]. As can be seen, our method outperforms other methods in terms
of prediction quality. It is noteworthy that our method has improved the ability
to detect hard positives, including those from rare classes or small-size instances,
such as trucks, buses, and highly occluded small cars in Fig. 6. Please refer to
supplementary materials for qualitative analysis on various domain shift scenarios.

6 Conclusions

We introduce a novel strategy to enhance Source-Free domain adaptive Object
Detection focusing on effectively utilizing Low-confidence Pseudo Labels (LPL),
termed LPLD loss. Our method effectively reduces the false negative rate in
new domains, improving the model’s adaptability and performance. Experiments
demonstrate that our approach improves adaptation accuracy across various
domain shift scenarios, suggesting that even low-confidence proposals have
valuable information that cannot be overlooked.
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Enhancing Source-Free Domain Adaptive Object
Detection with Low-confidence Pseudo Label

Distillation
- Supplementary Materials -

In this document, we present our LPLD algorithm in Sec. A and more
implementation details in Sec. B. Also, we provide full 2D histogram visualizations
and further analysis on the performance gain and the mining process of Low-
confidence Pseudo Labels (LPL) in Sec. C. Moreover, we present qualitative
results on various cross-domain object detection benchmarks in Sec. D.

A Algorithm of LPLD

To facilitate understanding, we present the pseudo-code of our proposed method,
as shown in Algorithm 1. Note that all references in Algorithm 1 are brought
from the equations presented in the main paper.

B Implementation details

Following the SFOD setting from [56], our baseline object detector is Faster
R-CNN [44], utilizing a ResNet-50 [16] backbone pre-trained on ImageNet [11],
unless stated otherwise. Additionally, we also employ VGG-16 [50] as the backbone
network. For optimizer, we use SGD with learning rate 0.001, momentum 0.9,
weight decay 0.0001. Resizing is done for all images to have the shorter edge of 600
and longest edge of maximum 1333, with keeping its ratio. Weak augmentation
consists of resizing, while strong augmentation includes additional techniques
such as color jitter, grayscale conversion, Gaussian blur, and random erasing.
The batch size is set to 1. EMA rate in the teacher is set to 0.75, and HPL are
generated from the teacher and filtered with the confidence threshold of 0.7.

C Additional Analysis

C.1 Full visualization of 2D histogram

We fully visualize the 2D histogram of the proposals in Fig. 1, showing all
proposals and the target-only trained model (Oracle). Unlike the source and the
Mean-Teacher (MT) baselines, our model achieves high confidence in proposals
with an IoU > 0.5 and low confidence for the other side, similar to the Oracle
model.
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Algorithm 1: LPLD Algorithm
Require: Student backbone Fs, RPN Gs and detector Hs,
Teacher backbone F t, RPN Gt and detector Ht, Unlabeled target dataset DT ,
Source pre-trained parameter Θpre, Strong aug. Astrong(·), Weak aug. Aweak(·).

1 Initialize Θt ← Θpre, Θs ← Θpre.
2 for each epoch do
3 for 0 ≤ i < NT do
4 Extract an i.i.d. sample xi from DT .
5 (xweak

i , xstrong
i )← (Aweak(xi), Astrong(xi))

6 With Teacher Model :
7 f t

i ← F t(xweak
i ), Pi ← Gt(f t

i ), P̄i ← NMS(Pi)

8 Yield HPL Ŷi according to Eq. (2).
9 Find P̃i by applying IoU threshold according to Eq. (3).

10 Find P̃refined
i by filtering background according to Eq. (4).

11 Yield LPL Ỹi by utilizing Reweigted conf. according to Eq. (5).
12 With Student Model :
13 fs

i ← Fs(xstrong
i )

14 Compute LMT according to Eq. (1).

15 {fs
i,j}

|Ỹi|
j=1, {f

t
i,j}

|Ỹi|
j=1 ← RoIAlign(fs

i , Ỹi), RoIAlign(f t
i , Ỹi)

16 Compute feature distance αj between fs
i,j , f

t
i,j according to Eq. (7).

17 Compute LLPLD according to Eq. (6).
18 Apply αj as an adaptive weight to LLPLD according to Eq. (8).
19 Update Θs by gradient descent with LMT and LLPLD

20 Update Θt by EMA rate with Θs
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Fig. 1: 2D Histogram of Proposals on Cityscapes → Foggy Cityscapes.
C.2 Performance gain and number of instances for each class on

Cityscapes to Foggy Cityscapes

On Fig. 2, we report the number of instances and the AP50 gain achieved by
our method for each class compared to the source model on Cityscapes to Foggy
Cityscapes, using ResNet-50 [16] and VGG-16 [50] backbones. Since motor, bus,
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Fig. 3: Analysis on the impact of reweighted confidence scores and the application of
thresholding in the LPL mining process on class alignment.
truck, train have lower number of instances compared to other classes, we refer
to them as minor classes. Our method significantly increases performance on
minor classes and shows comparable gains to other methods in major classes.

C.3 Analysis on Low-confidence Pseudo Label (LPL) mining

Class Alignment in LPL Mining Process After extracting High-confidence
Pseudo Labels (HPL), our LPL mining proceeds three thresholding operations:
IoU thresholding with HPL with δIoU , background thresholding using δbg, and
confidence thresholding through δlc for choosing LPL. As depicted in Fig. 3 (a) and
Fig. 3 (c), only a few instances (14.1%) after applying IoU threshold value δIoU are
class-aligned. To address the class-misalignment issue in low-confidence proposals,
we eliminate noisy bounding boxes by applying a background probability threshold
and utilize a reweighted confidence score that excludes the background score.
This approach markedly increases the proportion of class-aligned instances from
14.1% to 80.7%. Furthermore, by filtering out boxes using a confidence threshold
in LPL mining, we achieve an additional enhancement in the ratio of correctly
class-aligned instances, elevating it from 80.7% to 90.7%.

False Negatives vs. Instance Scale In Fig. 4, we report the comparisons of the
number, size of true positive instances and false nagative instances with respect
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Fig. 4: Comparison of True Positives, False Negatives on (a) Source-trained model,
(b) MT(HPL) [53], (c) Ours. Height, Width represent the height and width of each
instance. For better visualization, instances with their width, height less than 400 are
displayed, as only a few instances over this size exist.
to the Source-trained model, MT(HPL) [53], and our LPLD model. Our method
has 29968 true positives and 2822 false negatives, whereas MT has 25064 true
positives and 11491 false negatives. Although MT had fewer true positives, and
more false negatives than the source-trained model, our method exhibited even
more true positives and significantly less false negatives than the MT method.
This reduction in false negatives can be seen in the bottom left corner of Fig. 4.
Note that most of the false negatives are small-sized instances. Our method
captures hard positive objects much better, such as small scale instances.

Visualization of HPL and LPL Visualization of HPL on Fig. 5 (a) and LPL
on Fig. 5 (c) shows that HPL and LPL are capturing different foregrounds in
the image, with HPL capturing objects that are easier for the model to detect
compared to the objects that LPL captures. Comparison of Fig. 5 (b) and
Fig. 5 (c) shows that applying our LPL mining process, especially δbg and δlc
thresholds, is crucial for eliminating numerous non-foreground boxes following
the thresholding using δIoU .

D Additional Qualitative Results

For a more comprehensive understanding, we provide additional qualitative
results on diverse domain shift scenarios, including Cityscapes [10] to Foggy
Cityscapes [48], Kitti [15] to Cityscapes, Sim10k [22] to Cityscapes, Pascal-
VOC [13] to Watercolor [21], and Pascal-VOC to Clipart [21], as shown in Fig. 6
to 10. On all domain shift scenarios, we compare our model’s result with source
pre-trained model, Mean-Teacher [53], and IRG [56].

In Fig. 6, we show the detection result on Cityscapes to Foggy Cityscapes,
which is a weather change scenario. In a foggy environment, small objects and
objects occluded by either fog or other entities tend to exhibit low confidence,
which may result in their exclusion from the training. Owing to our LPLD’s
progressive exploration of these false negatives, our model successfully identifies
these objects in contrast to alternative methods. We also show the detection
result from Kitti to Cityscapes, in Fig. 7. Similar to the previous scenario, our
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(a) HPL (b) LPL after applying δIoU (c) LPL after applying δbg , δlc

Fig. 5: Visualization of High-confidence Pseudo Labels (HPL) and Low-confidence
Pseudo Labels (LPL) in our LPL mining process in Cityscapes [10]→ Foggy Cityscapes
[48] scenario.
model can find occluded objects and small objects that other methods struggle
with.

Fig. 8 shows the detection result on Sim10k to Cityscapes, which is a
simulation to real domain shift scenario. Our method is better than other methods
for detecting small or occluded objects. We conjecture that our method can
effectively handle the severe texture variations caused by sim-to-real domain
shift, particularly for small or occluded objects.

Fig. 9, 10 shows the detection result from Pascal-VOC to Watercolor, Clipart.
In both domains, objects are depicted in a totally different manner from their
real-world counterparts (e.g . Pascal-VOC), despite being categorized identically.
Moreover, there is substantial variability in the appearance of objects belonging
to the same category across different images within the same dataset. This
variability results in numerous instances receiving low confidence, regardless of
their size. By leveraging LPL, our model effectively incorporates objects with
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significant variance into training. Overall results demonstrate the effectiveness of
our method for the detection capability on various domain shifts.

(a) Source (b) MT(HPL) [53] (c) IRG [56] (d) Ours

Fig. 6: Additional qualitative results for Cityscapes [10] → Foggy Cityscapes [48].
Bounding boxes in red refer to the prediction. Zoom in for best view.
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(a) Source (b) MT(HPL) [53] (c) IRG [56] (d) Ours

Fig. 7: Qualitative results for Kitti [15] → Cityscapes [10] Bounding boxes in red refer
to the prediction. Zoom in for best view.
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(a) Source (b) MT(HPL) [53] (c) IRG [56] (d) Ours

Fig. 8: Qualitative results for Sim10k [22] → Cityscapes [10] Bounding boxes in red
refer to the prediction. Zoom in for best view.
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(a) Source (b) MT(HPL) [53] (c) IRG [56] (d) Ours

Fig. 9: Qualitative results for Pascal-VOC [13] → Watercolor [21] Bounding boxes in
red refer to the prediction.
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(a) Source (b) MT(HPL) [53] (c) IRG [56] (d) Ours

Fig. 10: Qualitative comparison for Pascal-VOC [13] → Clipart [21] Bounding boxes in
red refer to the prediction.
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